
Spring Sign Installation Instructions
The Spring Sign is designed for use on stationary vehicles only; do not use if vehicle is in motion or in high winds.

EYE HAZARD! !

Patent 7,302,768

Carefully open box and
remove Spring Sign set.

Cut off nylon ties

Just prior to use, remove
the colored safety caps from
the end of spring leads. The
safety caps protect against
eye hazard. Replace caps
on leads after use.

Insert spring lead into the
flutes of the corrugated
plastic sheeting. It is best
to pre-install the Spring
Sign Leads while the sign
board is flat on a table or
work surface.

Large Spring Sign 
suitable for 5 mm or 6 mm
corrugated sign board max.
24” high x 48” wide

Small Spring Sign suitable
for 4mm, 5mm, or 6 mm
corrugated sign board max
12” high x 48” wide

Should the Spring Sign lead
feel too loose inside the 
corrugated flute, you can
remove the spring lead and
slightly bend the lead 
across your thigh ( bend it
more like a banana ), then
re-insert into flute. 

with the Spring Anchors
already pre-installed into the
corrugated sign board, carry
the sign to your vehilce and
position the sign. Do not 
place hands under the
magnets ( pinch hazard );
lower one magnet in place,
then lower the other side. 

On a vehicle with a proper
magnet surface, ( vehicles
with a vinyl roof or a surface
covered with debris, dirt, or
snow are not suitable) and

Removal

The magnetic anchors will
require 2 hands for removal;
therefore, it is best to remove
the corrugated sign board
first by lifting straight up until
the spring leads are out
of the corrugated sign board
flutes. 

Place the sign board in a 
safe location ( to prevent
the wind from damaging
the sign ). Now you can
remove the magnetic anchor.

With one hand gripping the
coil section of the spring,
use your other hand to grip
the black handle. Lift with
both hands in a 45 degree
motion. The magnet will
easily disengage.

Place the colored safety caps
back onto the spring lead.
Store the unit in your office
away from any computer or
electronics. Do not place
anchors on a metal surface;
( such as a filing cabinet,
table top, work bench etc..).
They maybe hard to remove.
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